ManageSoft® is a rapid asset discovery and zero-touch inventory solution for desktops, servers, and mobile devices and provides ongoing IT asset tracking for Windows, Linux, UNIX, Mac and handheld devices. ManageSoft® IT Business Intelligence™ extends these inventory capabilities, and integrates with asset management and finance systems, to provide powerful trend analysis, cost analysis, geographic mapping, and proactive email reports and alerts. It’s the most intelligent and cost-effective inventory solution for software and hardware assets.

**A solution right for you**

This comprehensive solution is ideal for organizations that:

- Are geographically dispersed with remote offices and/or large numbers of mobile users, where manual inventory tracking processes would be prohibitively expensive.
- Need to know the number of computers in use and how hardware and software assets are configured to negotiate an outsourcing agreement effectively, or to plan an operating system migration project.
- Need accurate inventory data to negotiate hardware leases or software licenses.
- Are growing through acquisition or merger and need an accurate assessment of true asset values as soon as possible.
- Want to automatically discover remote computers and adopt them for ongoing central management without costly site visits.

**Meeting the challenge of IT asset tracking**

Obtaining an accurate inventory in geographically dispersed organizations can be time consuming and prohibitively expensive. Yet to manage your organization’s valuable investment in IT assets you need to know what software and hardware you own, where those assets are, and how they are configured — including mobile and remote devices. Only ManageSoft delivers the speed and cost-effectiveness of a rapid zero-touch initial audit, automatic adoption of remote computers for centralized management, and the ongoing savings of automated IT asset tracking.

**Track hardware and software assets**

- **Automatically discover remote computers for the fastest zero-touch enterprise inventory audit** — ManageSoft provides automatic discovery, and zero-touch inventory gathering for remote Windows, Linux, UNIX, Mac, and handheld devices throughout an organization. This provides the fastest and most cost-effective enterprise inventory audit for IT software and hardware assets throughout an organization.

- **Automate remote IT asset tracking** — For ongoing IT asset tracking, ManageSoft wipes out costly and time-consuming site visits, with dynamic enterprise inventory reporting for software and hardware assets throughout an organization.

- **Plan hardware upgrades based on accurate hardware and cost analysis** — ManageSoft IT Business Intelligence extends ManageSoft to provide automated cost analysis and trend analysis for hardware inventory, available disk space, operating systems in use, installed memory, and configuration changes over time, with intuitive graphical reporting.

- **Avoid unnecessary replacement costs and late fees for missing leased computers** — See at-a-glance “overdue” computers that haven’t connected to the network within a defined period of time.

- **Proactively reduce software license costs** — Harvest unused licenses and confidently negotiate license agreements with graphical usage analysis, license compliance analysis, and license utilization forecasts.
Slash your inventory costs

- **The fastest enterprise inventory audit** — For organizations with an urgent short term need, ManageSoft provides a fast and accurate initial inventory audit with zero-touch discovery and reporting for software and hardware assets throughout an organization. For ongoing IT asset tracking, ManageSoft provides rapid implementation with automatic discovery and adoption of remote devices for ongoing inventory reporting.

- **The most intelligent inventory solution** — ManageSoft IT Business Intelligence extends the up-to-the-minute inventory reporting that ManageSoft delivers, to also provide analysis of inventory changes over time, inventory trend analysis, cost analysis, geographic mapping, and proactive email reports and alerts for common inventory questions. Powerful ad-hoc reporting also makes it easy to slice-and-dice IT data including inventory, costs, license and other data for rapid ‘answers-on-the-fly’.

- **The most cost-effective use of your existing infrastructure** — ManageSoft integrates seamlessly with best-of-breed asset discovery tools and can also extend existing management systems to incorporate inventory data for local, mobile, and remote devices. An open SQL inventory database enables ManageSoft inventory data to be linked to common help desk tools and asset management systems for ITIL best practice asset management.

A proven solution

ManageSoft IT asset tracking solution is used by leading business and government organizations worldwide:

- Sinclair Knight Merz, one of the world’s leading professional services consulting firms and engineers for Sydney and Athens Olympic stadiums, uses ManageSoft to track over 1200 specialized software applications on computers in offices around the world, and to analyze software and hardware assets during frequent mergers and acquisitions to reduce business risk and to rapidly implement corporate IT standards in recently acquired subsidiaries.

- A leading investment bank uses ManageSoft to track and manage software and hardware assets to ensure software uptime 24/7 on business-critical computers in financial centers around the globe.

- Gwinnett County Public Schools, one of the largest school districts in the United States, uses ManageSoft IT Business Intelligence to reduce IT costs with up-to-the-minute analysis of software and hardware on 10,000 desktop and laptop computers.

Find out more

Visit www.managesoft.com or telephone your nearest ManageSoft office today.